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Abstract 
The research work presented here includes data mining needs and study of their algorithm for various 
extraction purpose. It also includes work that has been done in the field of harvesting images from web. 
Here the proposed method is to harvest image databases from web. We can automatically generate a large 
number of images for a specified object. By applying concept of data mining and the algorithm from data 
mining which is used for extraction of data or harvesting images. A multimodal approach employing 
text ,metadata and visual  features is used to gather many high-quality images from the web. The modules 
can be made to find query images by selecting images where nearby text is top ranked by the topic i.e., 
formation of image clusters then download associate images by using approaches like web search, image 
search and Google images. Apply re-ranking algorithm and then filtering process to harvest the 
images.Currently, image search gives a very low precision (only about 4%) and is not used for the 
harvesting experiments. Since the movements of the technologies are growing rapidly the kinds of work 
also need to be grown up. This work shows an approach to harvest a large number of images of a particular 
class automatically and to achieve this with high precision by providing training databases so that a new 
object model can be learned effortlessly. Many other tools also are available for harvesting images from 
web .An approach in this paper is original and up to the mark. 
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1. Introduction 
Now-a-days, mining process is seen as increasingly important tool by modern business into business 
intelligence giving an information, advantages and also used in marketing, surveillance, fraud detection.  
Actual data mining is a process to explore data in search of consistent patterns and /or systematic 
relationship between variables, and then to validate the findings by applying the detected patterns to new 
subsets of data. 
The focus of this work is intended to harvest a large number of images of particular work automatically and 
to achieve this with high precision. 
 
2. Objectives 
Automatically generating a large number of images for specified object with high precision is arduous 
manual task. Image search engine apparently provide an effortless route, but currently are limited by poor 
precision of the returned images and restrictions on the total number of images provided. 
The objective of this work is to automatically generate a large number of images for a specified object 
class. A multimodal approach employing both text, metadata, and visual features is used to gather many 
high-quality images from the web .Candidate images are obtained by a text-based Web search querying on 
the object identifier (e.g., the word red rose). The task is then to remove irrelevant images and re-rank the 
remainder. First, the images are re-ranked based on the text surrounding the image and metadata features. A 
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number  of methods are compared for this re-ranking. Second, the top-ranked images are used as (noisy) 
training data and an SVM visual classifier is learned to improve the ranking further. We investigate the 
cross-validation procedure to this noisy training data. 
This research work is to design and develop a system that generates large number of images for specified 
object class within high precision by obtaining query images, removing irrelevant images and re-rank the 
remainder. 
 
3. Proposed Work 
This technique prescribed in previous work are used to automatically generate a large number of images 























  Fig 1: Simple architecture for proposed system 
 
 
Search Queries: When an image search in search engines, the corresponding images are loaded in that 
time, meanwhile among them there are also uncategorized images spotted. 
Download Images:  We compare the three different approaches like Web Search, Image Search, Google 
Imagesto downloaded images from the web. 
Display Collected Images: The results of the applicable images are assembled. 
Apply re-rank: The goal is to re-rank the retrieved images. The re-ranking of the assembled images is 
based on the text and metadata. 
Relevant images: To re-rank the filtered images we applied the text+ vision system and hence the relevant 
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Apply Re-Rank 
Relevant Images 
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4. System Implementation 
The proposed system model illustrates flow of implementation. First, the images are re-ranked based on 
the text surrounding the image and metadata features. A number of methods are compared for this 
re-ranking. Second, the top-ranked images are used as(noisy) training data and an SVM visual classifier is 
learned to improve the ranking further. The principal novelty of the overall method is in combining 





5.1 Downloaded candidate images: 
This section describes the methods for downloading the initial pool of images from internet. 
Crawl Images: 
a) Web search: Submits the query word to Google web search and all images that are linked within, 
return web pages which are downloaded(limit 1000pages). 
b) Google Images: Downloaded images are directly returned by Google image search.  
c) Image Search: Each of the returned Google image search is treated as a "seed"-further images 
are downloaded from the web pages from where the seed image originated. 
       in-class-good: Images that contain one or many class instances in a clearly visible way. 
     in-class-ok: Images that show parts of a class instance or obfuscated views of the object due to  
               lighting ,clutter like.            
          non-class : Images not belonging to in class. 
         The good and ok sets are further divided into two sub classes, 
         Abstract: Images that don't look like natural images. 
         Non-abstract: Images not belonging to the previous class. 
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5.2 Removing drawing and symbolic images : 
Since  we are most likely to have natural image recognition, we would like to remove all abstract 
images from the downloaded images. Removing abstract images is very challenging for classifiers. 
The images contains comics, drawing, sketches etc. We have to remove drawing & abstract images 
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5.3 Apply Re-ranking algorithm 
 
Now we describe the re-ranking of the returned images based on text and metadata alone. The goal is 
to re-rank the  retrieved images. Each feature is treated as binary: "True" if it contains the query words 
and "false" otherwise. To re-rank images for one particular class (e.g. red rose), we do not employ the 
whole images for that class. Instead, we train the classifier using all available annotations except the 
class we want to re-rank. This way, we evaluate performance as a completely automatic class 
independent image ranker i.e., for any new and unknown class, the images can be ranked without ever 
using labeled ground-truth knowledge of that class. Rank images using Naive Bayes metadata ranker. 
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5.4 Filtering Process 
The text re-ranker performs well, on average, and significantly improves the precision up to quite a 
high recall level. To re-ranking the filtered images, we applied the text+ vision system to all images 
downloaded for one specific class, i.e., the drawings and symbolic images were included. 
 It is interesting to note that the performance is comparable to the case of filtered images. This means 
that the learned visual model is strong enough to remove the drawings and symbolic images during the 
ranking process. Thus, the filtering is only necessary to train the visual classifier and is not required to 
rank new images,  
However, using unfiltered images during training  decreases the performance significantly, The main 
exception here is the airplane class, where training with filtered images is a lot worse than with unfiltered 
images. In the case of i.e., airplane, the filtering removed 91 good images and the overall precision of the 
filtered images is quite low, 38.67 percent, which makes the whole process relatively unstable, and 
therefore can explain the difference. 
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Automatically generating a large number of images for a specified object with high precision is not 
easy task. This paper work provides an approach for automatically  generating large number of 
images of specified object. 
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